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We are a software development 

company that automates, simplifies 

and improves the accuracy of  

niche accounting and operations 

processes, primarily for the hospitality 

industry. Evention products are 

web-based solutions that enhance 

operational productivity.
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complexity 
should not 

compromise 
integrity 

The most accurate and advanced cashier 
drop management solution
Evention has revolutionized the integrity of cash 
and house bank management by enabling hotels 
to accurately and quickly verify and consolidate 
financial data from cashier drops, immediately detect variances from the  
POS and PMS, and eliminate repetitive violations that manual processing  
may overlook.

SecureDrop automates an error prone manual process and seamlessly integrates 
the data with any major accounting software system, while providing precise 
tracking reports by individual employees, day, and outlet.

• documentation: Proprietary software eliminates inexact deciphering of 
handwritten notes by automating data entry for cash drops. Employees 
enter and verify the cash amount on a screen and receive a printed 
receipt of each of their cash drops. Meanwhile, the software keeps a 
digital record of all drops for future reporting.

• Accuracy: SecureDrop helps ensure integrity in the face of complexity 
by automatically aggregating the cash drops from multiple POS and 
PMS systems across a property. The software quickly cross-references 
cash drops with the POS and PMS data to identify even the smallest of 
discrepancies. 

• Immediacy: Variances and cash violations can be addressed 
immediately – allowing you to caution or re-train employees before cash 
handling mistakes become habitual. You can also track all offenses over 
any date range to support a case for dismissal. 

• reconciliation: Duebacks are automated which not only streamlines the 
timely process of manually doling out payments, but protects the property 
from incorrect cash exchanges. 

 • Ease of use: Our software is compatible with all leading accounting, 
POS and PMS systems used by hotels. Evention is web-based for easy 
access from any device with an internet connection and offers 24/7 
customer support. 

The more hotels, casinos and resorts expand their POS and PMS systems, 
the more effectively SecureDrop protects their financial integrity. And as more 
properties adopt our software, it’s increasingly clear that manual methods 
can’t keep pace or match the precision of automating the entire cash handling 
reconciliation and reporting process. Easy. Efficient. Evention.
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Securedrop’s  
Automated process:

Hotels, casinos and resorts that use multiple POS and PMS 
systems spend exhausting hours compiling the financial data and 
confirming receipts from cash drops. With cash drops occurring 
at the end of each shift, several times per day, it can feel like you 
never catch up. Much less settle up. In fact, the numerous outlets and 
employees combined with error-prone manual processing make it 
difficult to discover small discrepancies in overs and shorts. 
Compound even tiny mistakes by the variables involved and your 
hotel could suffer significant losses over time. To make matters worse, 
illegible handwritten cash drop notes and logs, as well as manual 
cash exchanges, restrict your ability to properly track violations and 
create accurate financial reports for audits. 

real time cash reports, served up any way you like
Evention replaces old time spreadsheets and slips of paper with 
real time software. SecureDrop software makes cash and house 
bank management more productive and precise. It imports and 
automatically aggregates POS and PMS data from multiple systems 
throughout the property, enabling you to: 

• Generate instantaneous cash reports daily, weekly, monthly, or 
any date range needed

• Track cash drops by employees, shifts, days, outlets, or specific 
POS stations 

• Track over/short violations with complete histories, instant 
reports, and cash violation forms

• Configure cash journaling to your specifications from the point 
of drop through to the posting to the general ledger

• Simplify preparation of audits and month-end financial reports
• Simplify workflow communication regarding over/shorts, bank 

audits, and cash journals

“ SecureDrop is a huge benefit in shared services 
environments. You’ll still have cash discrepancies, but with 
SecureDrop you’ll see them faster because the reports are 
timely, so you can take action more quickly.” 

 – director of finance, Chicago Hotel

“ SecureDrop bridges the gap between the different 
software that makes up our primary account system.  
Due to the number of steps and manual processes, 
chances for error were significantly higher before we 
started using Evention.” 

 – controller, Chicago Hotel
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